ENTERTAINMENT LAW SECTION
MINUTES
FEBRUARY 5, 2015 MEETING

1. MEETING HELD: Pursuant to duly given notice, a meeting of the Entertainment Law Section (the “Section”) was held on February 5, 2015 (the “Meeting”), at the law offices of Alverson, Taylor Mortensen & Sanders, located at 7401 W. Charleston Blvd., Las Vegas, NV. 89110.

2. ATTENDANCE: The following Section members attended the meeting either in person or via teleconference: Anat Levy; Matt Pruitt; David S. Kahn; Russell Christian; Howard Seigel; as well as non-member Brian Nestor.

3. MINUTES OF DECEMBER 4, 2014, MEETING: The Minutes of the December 4, 2014, meeting were unanimously approved and ratified.

4. UPCOMING MUSIC CLE PRESENTATION: The February 19th CLE was discussed. Efforts are continuing to be made to both advertise it and to make attorneys and non-attorneys in the community aware of it. Speakers are to turn in CLE materials by this coming Wednesday, February 11, 2015.

5. UPCOMING FILM CLE PRESENTATION: The second of our proposed CLE events was discussed, this one focusing on film issues. We will consider holding the event during or around the time of Cinemacon (see below).

6. NEXT MEETING: The Section’s next meeting was not set, but it will take place, at the Alverson firm.

7. CINEMACON: The dates of April’s Cinemacon event at Caesars are Monday, April 20th, through Thursday, April 23rd.

8. FINANCES: The treasurer was not present, but we believe we have approximately $500.

9. LUNCH CLE – The group discussed a possible lunch CLE, targeted to have approximately 8-10 participants, and which would take place at a restaurant.

With no further business to discuss, the meeting was ADJOURNED.

Dated: February 5, 2015

David S. Kahn, Secretary